SPG BioMed is commencing a special theme issue on Infectious Diseases to be published in November 2018.

**Aim & Scope**

Through publishing this special issue SPG BioMed aims to highlight the importance of advancing infectious disease research. It is our hope that this issue will increase the awareness and understanding of the field for a general medical audience, and provide a current and comprehensive source of knowledge on the topic for those researching infectious diseases.

Articles focusing on viral, bacterial, and fungal diseases, both at the molecular and clinical level will be considered, with an emphasis on advancements in treatments.

Allowed article types: Review articles, research articles, and commentaries

Suggested page count: 7-12 pages for review articles, 8-15 pages for research articles

**About SPG BioMed**

SPG BioMed is an open access, peer-reviewed journal publishing influential reviews, research articles, case reports, and editorials in the areas of medicine, biomedicine, and public health.

**Important Dates**

Registration deadline: September 10, 2018
Submission deadline: October 15, 2018
Issue released: November 2018

**Important Links**

- [Registration Form](#)
- [SPG Homepage](https://spg.ltd)
Frequently Asked Questions

Can I retain the copyrights to my manuscript?
All SPG journals are open access. Authors are allowed to distribute their article on their profile page, eprint archives, and by sharing the article directly with their colleagues.

What is the Impact Factor of SPG BioMed?
SPG does not consider the Impact Factor to be a reliable method of assessing the impact or value of individual articles. SPG supports DORA, the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment. A copy of the declaration is available at https://sfdora.org/read/ . SPG encourages those interested in making a submission to an SPG journal to read the declaration.

Are there any publication fees?
There is a publication charge, however we offer discounts for authors without funding, and for authors from low income countries. More information is available at https://spg.ltd/author-center/fees/.

Additionally we maintain an extensive list of organizations that pay open access publication fees at https://spg.ltd/funding/.

There is no submission fee.

Where is SPG BioMed indexed?
Articles are deposited to PubMed in accordance with the public access policy. Additionally, articles are indexed in Google Scholar and receive a DOI.